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The Spell Continues!
BANNING 21, pedro 14
By: Adriana Velazquez, Sports Editor

Thansgiving Break
-November 20th-24th
ASB Elections
-November 29th
Class Finals
-December 11th-14th
End of the semester
-December 15th
20 Week Report Card Due
-December 15th

Top News
Stories!
News Section:
“Getting Ready
for College”
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This year’s Homecoming game against Pedro was cloudy with a chance
of saltiness. From what was expected to be a terrible game on Banning’s side,
ended up being a victory of 21-14. “The Banning vs Pedro Homecoming game
Features Section: was one for the books. The excitement and hype was amped up to the max and
“Best Place To Buy overall was amazing. The last 10 seconds of the game was one to remember.
Concert Tickets” Once the clock had hit zero, the football players rushed over to the fence, just as
we did, being in the end zone, to celebrate with us on this big rivalry win. It was
Pg.03
an amazing, memorable night,” says Alex Raeli, a Mighty Marching Drill team
member.
There was a sense of hysteria among the Pilots. Pedro had a chance to tie
“Makeup Trends
are Taking Over” and even win the game, but that obviously did not happen.
When asked about Friday night’s game, Jonathan Bustamante #55 said, “I
Pg.03
felt very proud to come out with the win on Friday, as being part of this historic
rivalry is truly something to cherish. It was a very hard fought battle from both
Art Pg.6
sides, and I feel we made a statement by coming out on top!” Like Bustamante,
most felt excitement running through their veins as Banning took Pedro out. The
Sports Section: Pilots have truly outdone themselves this year.
Unlike last year’s game, Banning was more mature and didn’t start fights,
“Football’s New
Lady Interview, whereas Pedro threw tantrums by destroying our posters and failing to show
Mia Barba, #32” public decency. The Pirates tried provoking our fellow Pilots into doing something, but as Bustamante said, “We do our talking on the field, and our opponents can choose to react the way they want. Discipline and sportsmanship
“A Night Dedicated is something we take pride in, no matter the score in the end, it’s important
to our Seniors” for us that we end all of our games with our heads held high. We get down to
Pg.7
business, and protect this house.”

Pg.02
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Vegan Has Been an Option

Educational Opportunity Programs
By: Jasmine Contreras, Editor in Chief

By:Joselyne Rivera, Staff Writer

Beginning
September 5,
Vegan meals
have temporarily taken part
in Banning
High School’s
lunch menu.
However, this
is not the only
school taking
part in this
program.
Picture from: www.Google.com
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According to LAUSD Food Services, six other schools have also been introduced
to this new lunch option such as, North Hollywood, Fairfax, Huntington Park,
Roosevelt, Crenshaw, and Sylmar High School.

Alexandria Cordon, a speaker from CSULB, came
into our class to give information about college such
as how to apply for UCs and Cal States.

With this new lunch menu, students are given 5 vegan meals to choose from
Monday through Friday. The vegan meal program offers vegetarian chili with
tortilla chips, teriyaki veggie patty sandwiches, bean tamales, italian “sausage”
subs, and a range-free burger. This gives any student a choice to choose a lunch
that is meat-free as well as nutritious.

Cordon specifically spoke about a program that is
offered by all CSU campuses, the Educational Opportunity Program (EOP). According to the website, this program is created to provide “admission,
academic, and financial assistance to EOP-eligible
undergraduate students.”

According to Mariana Vazquez , a current Banning High School 10th grader,
“The vegan menu helps the students who are vegan have a choice in food instead
of just eating an apple or banana, which is not bad, but you still want your options.” Vegan meals have never been introduced to lunch menu’s which is why
this program offers so much to students who strive to become vegetarians or
vegans.

She provided us a list of the requirements students must meet in order to be eligible to apply and
different ways that EOP helps:
Requirements: servicing underrepresented, first
generation, historically low-income, AB540 Students

The vegan program will be carried out until November 17 in when the district
aims to receive positive feedback on how to improve the new lunch options. The EOP Provides:
vegan meals will hopefully bring satisfaction to students and are hoped to be car- 1) Academic and financial aid advising
2) Tutoring
ried on to many other schools who seek new lunch options.
3) Laptop Loans
4) Summer Bridge Program
Getting Ready for College
5) EOP Student Organization
By: Adriana Velazquez, Sports Editor
6) Graduate School Research
7) EOP Grant
On Tuesday, October 24, 2017, Alexandria Cordon, a CSULB Representative, came to Mr.Seigel’s Class to talk about college and the application process.
For you Seniors, you may be frustrated and do not know what to do after
graduation. Don’t stress yourself because as Mrs. Cordon has stated, “College
and education is what propels them to move forward.” College is the place to go
and find yourself and your interests. You are open to various opportunities that
should be taken advantage of. College is recommended for everyone and it is to
place to go if you want to make it big and get somewhere in life.
Applications are now open and the due date is November 30, 2017. Don’t
wait until the last minute! Procrastination may have gotten you through high
school, but when it comes to college applications, here is a helpful tip: BE PROACTIVE! Don’t forget that “everything gets evaluated” so do your best in school,
and attendance matters as well! Aim for those A’s and B’s Pilots !
For further information/ questions,
you may contact Mrs. Cordon at:
Alexandria.Cordon@csulb.edu
Or you may contact the
Enrollment Services at:
Website: Www.csulb.edu/EOP
Email: Es-admit@csulb.edu
EOP # : (562) 985-4288
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The process to apply requires 5 autobiography questions that are due by January 15, 2018.
You must also get two letters of recommendation
and should be submitted by January 31, 2018.
For further information con this program, use this
link http://www.calstate.edu/sas/eop/about/

Hamilton: A Must See Performance!
By: Tammy The Great , News Reporter/Pagination

After 6 years of arduous work, Hamilton: An American
Musical opened it’s doors to the public becoming one of the
greatest plays of all times. Inspired by the biography published in
2004 Alexander Hamilton by historian Ron Chernow, Lin-Manuel Miranda started working on his masterpiece.
The musical about the story of founding father Alexander Hamilton and other historical figures includes a diverse nonwhite cast and a wide variety range of music genres like rhythm
& blues, pop music, Hip-Hop and soul music, which contributed
to its uniqueness attaining box office success and critical acclaim
and earning Miranda the honor of becoming an EGOT recipient
(Emmy, Grammy, Oscar, Tony awards), after receiving 16 Tony
nominations and winning 11 of them in 2016.
The play sure lives up to its success. Attending this
show becomes an unforgettable experience.
The two hours inside the theater transport you somewhere else: provoking tears, laughter, joy and, even some dance
moves, while watching a story of full of love, life, death and
betrayal. Americans should be able to experience Hamilton: An
American Musical, or any other live theater performance at least
once in their lives, you won’t regret it.

features

Best Place To Buy Concert Tickets

November Edition

By: Gabriela Tinoco, Features Writer

VANILLA V.S. CHOCOLATE...WHICH IS BEST?

Going to concerts is such a fun experience, especially when you have been waiting to see that specific person/band for quite a while. From personal
preferences, I would love to be as close to that artist
as I can!

By: Gabriela Tinoco, Features Writer

Although those tickets can be expensive, I recently found out that a Youtuber, Zane Hijazi, has partnered up with SeatGeek that provides a promotional
code. When checking out your order enter ZANE20
and enjoy! This is a great way to see your favorite
artist, especially if you are on a budget.
SeatGeek is very reliable when it comes to tickets
and it is one of the websites that has great prices
for great seats. SeatGeek also has great customer
service as there have been times where someone
tried to attend a concert and it turns out it was a
fake ticket. This company lets customers know that
they work their hardest to make sure that people are
satisfied.

Want To Play An Instrument But
Don’t Have One?
By: Albert Martinez, Features Writer

GarageBand is an app that IOS users can download for free in the Apple store. It consists of a few
basic instruments like guitar, drums and bass which
can be played by just tapping on certain parts of the
instruments.
Not only does GarageBand let the user play these
instruments, it also gives the user access to musical
loops which are small musical parts played repeatedly that can be used to create a song. These musical
loops include music genres of Hip-hop, Rap, Blues,
Country, Rock and EDM(Electronic Dance Music).
GarageBand also features a recording system, so
if users want to sing, the recording system will be
able to record their voice. GarageBand simply acts
as a mini studio on your IOS device, allowing user’s
to mix and master their tracks and add effects to
their audio files.
GarageBand does not require any kind of online
data connection to operate, which means it can be
used when user’s are on the road. User’s can share
or upload their songs on social media or wherever
they wish to upload their songs to.
If users need help about GarageBand, there is a
help section which displays a toolbar in the top right
corner. Click on the toolbar and scroll down until
you see a question mark that says help. Overall,
GarageBand is an interesting app for people who are
interested in making music.

https://www.apple.com/mac/garageband/

Makeup Trends are Taking Over
By: Jennifer Ramos, Features Writer

The makeup industry has been taking over the
world with so many new trends, such as everything from braided and wavy eyebrows to natural
looks. Some other brow trends include feather
brows, ponytail brows and lightening bold brows.
These trends were first used by makeup artists on
Instagram® which caught the attention of others.
The braided brow seems to cause a lot of commotion because you can’t really braid your eyebrows
even though it looks like you can. However, sorry
to break it to you, but most people use Photoshop®
for this or just use extensions.
Dewy and glowy skin has also been what
many are going for when doing their makeup. Many

Our Journalism class had major writer’s block. So, Mr. Seigel, the advisor,
thought it was time for a debate to get the class talking.After brainstorming genetics, politics, nanotechnology, and philosophy, we decided on the most important issue of all: Vanilla vs. Chocolate!
As I went to my classes, I would ask Magnet students what their preference
was and when they would say vanilla, I would question them. I would say “are
you sure you want to choose vanilla?” and they would stick to their answer which
ended up being the winning result because Magnet students prefer vanilla over
chocolate.
I personally think the flavor vanilla is basic and boring, but people thought
otherwise! I also went out of my way to ask Magnet students what they preferred. Some say your favorite ice cream flavor says a lot about you, here’s what I
found on the vanilla vs chocolate ice cream controversy.
To all vanilla lovers, I came across a website that described your ice cream
preference to how you are as a person. According to theKitchn.com, “some
people might consider you a little basic, but they just don’t understand classic
beauty. You appreciate good quality and minimalism. You’re not an anxious or
stressed person – you find peace and balance in the everyday, and enjoy living in
the moment.”
For my chocolate lovers, here’s what I found, “You lead a life of joy and
self-love. While you have strong opinions about things, you are always open to
explore new ideas and different experiences than your own. You probably live
somewhere cozy and warm…” The winning flavor was unfortunately vanilla, my
condolences to all those chocolate lovers out there.
Source: http://www.thekitchn.com/this-is-what-your-favorite-ice-cream-flavorsays-about-you-221822

people want to look like
they’re not wearing any
makeup.
Along with highlighter becoming really big to
get a nice glow, different
eyeshadow looks have
been making a comeback
with sunset eyes, which
uses orange and yellow shadows to create a
stunning eye look. Other
looks include halo, cut
crease, and even crowns.
Makeup trends from
the 90’s have also been
recognized and worn
again. Who knows what
the makeup world might
come up with next?

Picture from: www.Google.com
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Thanksgiving Traditions: Past vs. Present
By: Jasmine Contreras, Editor in Chief

The first Thanksgiving celebration began in November, 1621 between the
Pilgrims and Native Americans. The traditions they started are different compared to the modern ones.
The type of food that was included during the annual feast is different compared
to the traditional meals we have today. Many are not quite sure if the Pilgrims
and Native Americans did eat turkey as their main dish during Thanksgiving.
Instead, people believe that they either ate geese,ducks, swans or deer. Also, they
were not able to make pumpkin pies like we do, since they did not have ovens or
any type of baking materials. Their feasts consisted of seafood instead of having
the present side
dishes, mashed
potatoes with
gravy and cranberry sauce.
A major difference of traditions is that we
have an annual
Thanksgiving
Parade by Macy’s that started
in 1924. People
from around
the world visit
New York City to
view the different floats and
performancesPicture from: http://www.holidayinsights.com/tday/
from celebrities.
Back then there was no such thing as making a parade to celebrate this day, the
Pilgrims and Native Americans mainly created Thanksgiving to give thanks to
harvest. Also, on the Friday after Thanksgiving, an event known as Black Friday
takes place. During this day, many retail shops open early and promote sales that
are intriguing to customers.
The traditions between the past and the present has changed, demonstrating how the modern lifestyle has added a twist to the original Thanksgiving.

		

History Sings

By: Tory Sedillo, Features Editor

Hamilton, a historical musical production, most can only dream to see the
musical live. I had that amazing opportunity thanks to The Gilder Lehrman Institute of American History, New York. Sixty Banning High School students were
also given the chance to watch Hamilton.

School Related Excuse (Tardies)
By: Adriana Velazquez, News Writer

Every morning is like a jungle. I enter this unknown world, as I wipe the crust off my eyes, but it’s
not until I come across a waterfall, that I wake up
entirely. I stand there as my thoughts come together.
It is a school day, and I am mentally unprepared for
what’s to come. As I leave this waterfall, there are
stampedes running wild in different directions trying
to rush to their destination- school. I, on the other
hand, am unable to join their pack because I have
another duty, aside from getting ready.
I am the unlucky one who has to risk her life by
waking up King Kong. King Kong is my little sister,
who does not appreciate any type of disturbance
in her sleep. Once you enter her domain, there is
no leaving in one piece. She shouts at the top of
her lungs, which leaves an echo, making the whole
jungle tremble. You’d be lucky if she didn’t use her
feet to demolish you as she swings them uncontrollably. This, my friends, is my day-to-day living of why I
am always tardy.

A Mexican Thanksgiving
By: Kassandra Heredia, Pagination

Thanksgiving is coming up and we are all excited to
reunite with all our family members and of course
we are excited to eat!! We
all have many traditions, but these are some Mexican traditions.
In the kitchen is where everything starts. The
kitchen is filled with all of our favorite tias, abuelitas,
and primas, who are cooking and making sure the
frijoles don’t burn. Our typical dishes in Thanksgiving is Turkey, Ham, Ribs, Pozole, Carnitas, Mashed
Potatoes, Rice, Beans, and Guacamole.
While the women are cooking and en el
chisme, our tios are outside arranging the tables and
greeting everyone who is arriving. Our cousins are
outside playing, waiting eargly for the food. Once everything is ready we start to get our plates, sit down,
and have an amazing dinner!
Thanksgiving doesn’t end there with a full
stomach of turkey and ham. Once we are done eating, we all gather up and tell stories, embarrass others, relive our past and remember our beloved ones.

A few weeks before I actually saw it, I was peer pressured into listening to
the soundtrack. I gave into my friends suggestions and listened to the beautifully
written songs. I was amazed and instantly fell in love. I became obsessed with
the musical and I was excited to learn more about what happened in between
the songs. Only to find out that there is little to no dialogue between any of the
songs. It was more of a concert than a musical. Now I only recently got into musicals, so I am not familiar with the structure of most of them.
Honestly, other than that, I enjoyed the show. My favorite character was
King George III. He practically stole the show(and my heart) whenever he was
on stage. His performance easily made the whole audience yearn for more.
If you have the money, I highly suggest that you see this life changing event.
Not only will you be more invested in the founding fathers but you’ll also pay
more attention in your history class.
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HALLOween 2017
Photos

Sent By:

Eric Gomez
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Math Test By:Tory Sedillo

Shazam! By Alex Garcia
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Gerald The Seal By Jason Bracamontes

sports
A Night Dedicated to our Seniors
By: Adriana Velazquez, Sports Editor

November Edition

Football’s New Lady Interview,
Mia Barba, #32

Friday, October 6,
2017 was the night all
parents and friends came
to support and congratulate the seniors for their
contribution to not only
our beloved Football,
Drill, Band, and Cheer
teams, but to becoming
a family here at Phineas
Banning High School.

By: Joselyne Rivera, Sports Reporter

1. What made you want to join Banning’s football team?
“Nothing much, I just wanted to play football. I have always been
into sports. I’ve joined volleyball and softball, but I didn’t really
like it, so I joined baseball, hockey, and basketball. Well, I’ve always been into sports.”
2. Do you hope that in the future there will be more girls joining
the football team?
“Yeah for sure, I think next year there is going to be a freshmen
coming in, she will be joining Banning’s football, and I will be
helping her out.”
3. Do you feel like you are sometimes put aside for being a girl?
“ Definitely, but you have to prove yourself, don’t stay on the side
A Message from Angel Mendez, a former Banning Football Player of
lines, and once you are in, prove that you are worth being on the
2017:
team.”
“Your senior year is one of the best years of your life! Every4. How long have you been in Banning’s football team?
thing all starts to set into place, and you realize everything seems to
“ This will be my first year.”
happen so fast. This is including football season, you guys need to
5. Do you plan on playing for your
leave everything you have out there, on every single snap, and every
remaining years of high school?
drive! Play every game like it was your last! Someone once said,
“Definitely, because it’s a good ex“you watch the game more than you actually play it,” sadly, this is
perience, besides getting hurt, and
true, so savor every moment you have with your brothers! Not only
getting acknowledged for putting
should you leave everything on the field, but also put everything you
hard work in.”
have into the books! There’s no chance you’d be a Banning Football
6. How would you describe your
Player without those books! Study hard and continue to make the
coach and teammates?
city proud! Continue the legacy we left off, end the streak, and bring
“ My coach is nice, but he does not
a SHIP back home!!”
like to mess around. He likes to
hustle and just wants the best for
Washington took that L!
the team. My teammates want to
The Mighty Marching Pilots and Cheer kept the ongoing vibe
make you tough and prepare you
of triumph towards victory against Washington. During one of the
for anything that could happen in a
fumbles, the Referees seemed to be very indecisive, which led to
game.”
misconceptions on who claimed the ball between both teams. Thus,
7. What has been the best memory
causing the crowd to chant, “F*** the Ref! F*** the Ref!” but in the
you had playing on the football
end, Banning took that fumble. Aside from a rough start with fumteam?
bles and bad calls, Banning sailed through and touched land with a
“ That would be getting my first
41-12 win.
play because it felt good to go out
there and do something then just
The Lady Pilots
watching, It was a really amazing
By: Lizeth Manzano, Sports Writer
experience.”
8. What do you enjoy about footEven with more than half the varsity team graduating last year,
Picture From: Andrew Gill
the lady pilots have still been able to pull it off this year, having won ball?
“ Family. They treat you like family and it feels nice. The coaches
13 out of 18 games. Thus, giving themselves a shot at playoffs this
and teammates care and want the best.”
year.
9. What position do you play?
Freshmen Bree, Varsity singles number four this year, due to the
“I play mostly defense.”
lack of players, has been able to shine and win multiple games. Juniors, Jazmine and Dahlia, have won 10 out of 12 of their games this 10. How has this season been for you?
year, and were the only varsity players to win Carson players during “Season has been great. I have never regretted it. The workouts
are hard, but it makes you faster and stronger. I can handle physitheir first encounter. The lady pilots made their twelfth continuous
cally and mentally because football is a mental game, and over all,
appearance in playoffs and for the second time ever they competed
it is just a good experience.”
in Division 1 playoffs.

Cross Country Interview
By: Joselyne Rivera, Sports Reporter

Wendy Becerra-Fierro:
1.What is your fastest mile time for 3 miles? ‘‘
“My fastest mile time for 3 miles is 24.50.”
2. What do you enjoy about cross country ?
“What I enjoy about cross country is that I like to run with my friends, and then at the end of the race, we
cheer and we’re just a team together.”
3. What do you hope to accomplish by the end of season?
“What I hope to accomplish by the end of season is to better my mile time and push my girls all the way to
varsity.”
4. What advice would you give to runners before a race starts?
“My advice would be, don’t give up, just think positive, and just think of it as three miles.”
5. Why did you join cross country?
“I joined cross country because I thought it would motivate me a little more, and help me on my running in
case I play soccer for college.”
6. What motivates you to keep going during a race?
“What motivates me is telling myself I can do it and to never give up.”
7. Is cross country an experience you will always miss?
“Yes because I never had so much fun in these years of high school.”
8. What does cross country signify to you?
“Cross country signifies to me as a motivation to always keep going and never give up.”
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The Cross Country!

Coach Warren, Cross Country Interview

By: Gerardo Uriostegui, Sports Writer

By: Joselyne Rivera, Sports Reporter

The
beginning
of October
is when all
Cross Country runners
are getting
eager to
start competing. The
Banning
High School team had their first Cross Country meet of the season
on Thursday, October 5th against Gardena High School.
“Everything you want is on the other side of fear,” said Coach
George.
Cross Country has a huge impact in the life of Alina Morales.
The second year runner has said that Cross Country has changed
her life in many ways. Personally, for Morales, it changed her life
drastically due to the fact that she would not do any form of intense physical activity or simply run. Thus, all this running helped
her decrease her weight, while the amount of physical activity
increased. This made her gain confidence within herself by allowing her to achieve goals.
However, each person is impacted differently. For Instance,
Gisselle Uriostegui, a first year runner, states that she enjoys
Cross Country because she always had a passion for running. The
thing that always motivates her to exceed and pass her limits is
the people that have always doubted her and did not have faith in
her to accomplish her goal, which is to pursue running.
Cross Country is more than a team, it is family that are there
for each other. “A good runner has heart, good mindset in order
to be able to run and not let your mind bug you because you won’t
stop,” said Fabian Gutierrez. The thing that he does everyday to
prepare for races is to run a minimum of 3 miles everyday, so that
he can be the best both physically and mentally.

1.What does cross country mean to you?
“Cross country means to me as basically a symbol of unity and loyalty
towards each other regardless whether if you are 10, 12 , 15 , or 100 people in one team. It signifies a lot of respect towards each other, working
as a team, and achieving what needs to be achieved through a matter of
one race or ten races or even fifteen races, point blank is winning as a
team is what symbolizes cross country.”
2. In your High school years, did you run in cross country?
“From my high school years, when I started in 2000 all the way to
2004, I participated in cross country for all my four years. I started as a
frost off in 9th grade, 10th grade jv, and varsity in my senior and junior
year.”
3. What advice would you give for future cross country runners?
“For future cross country runners, I would advise them to have dedication and a heart because without dedication and a heart, nobody would
have ever achieved their dream. To achieve a dream in cross country, it
is going to take a lot of hard work and dedication.”
4. How long do you plan to coach for Banning’s cross country team?
“My coaching career started this year 2017, and it will continue till
2021.”
5.What do you encourage these runners to have?
“I encourage them to have faith in themselves, believe in themselves, to
have courage, and to surpass their own expectations because if we push
the human body, we can achieve anything.”
6. How is season so far?
“Season so far has been a blessing to me. I started with 55 girls, some
of them were unable to get the class, but 45 of them do have the class.
However, season has been a blessing me to because as of right now, we
have participated in 2 races, and both of them we have won. We will
continue to push until our third race with Carson. We will continue to
work hard to achieve the 5 in all goal we are trying to achieve.”

SRLA Makes Another Impact
By: Fabian Gutierrez, Sports Reporter

SRLA is just another activity to do at Banning High, while others say that it
has become a part of their lives.
Kimberly Luna Figueroa, a sophomore SRLA runner, looks forward to her 2nd
season. When asked about how SRLA has impacted her life, Luna said, “I met a lot
of new people and became a more outgoing person. It also made me feel more confident because after every race I finished, I realized more and more that I could do
anything I put myself to.” SRLA is a program with a positive impact on students,
and Luna happens to be one of the 63,000 students.

The team feels prepared this season and are looking forward to
Luna went on by expressing what running taught her, and how she will keep in
the other races that are coming their way. They hope to go far this
mind throughout her life. “No matter how hard things seem, you can get through
year and accomplish goals that haven’t been accomplished before. it and accomplish any goal you set for yourself,” said Luna with a confident smile.
Photo credit-Jacqueline Franco: The girls Cross Country team
after their decisive win.

This shows that SRLA is not just about becoming a better runner, but also about
developing character. Seeing how SRLA has affected lives positively goes on to
show that SRLA is a program indubitably worth trying.

Banning High School Varsity/JV/ Frosh Volleyball
By: Maya Chavez, Sports Writer

Volleyball games started on September 7, 2017. All three groups- Frosh, JV,
and Varsity- lost their games, but they kept their heads up and played what
was scheduled for them after that.
Frosh wasn’t able to play three games in the month of September which
included playing against Gardena High School, South Gate High School, and
Santee due to the fact that those schools did not have a Frosh team to play
against. Just before getting back into the regular season along with Varsity
and JV, they played a tournament.
Picture from: Alex Raeli A Frosh player described the games they played, only to be able to then go
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onto playoffs that same day.
“Some games were pretty smooth, and others were challenging. We played about 6 games before moving onto playoffs. It was pretty
close, but we had lost by 2 points, that is where our day ended.” The tournament ended, giving Frosh the chance to get back in line with
Varsity and JV.
10 games have been played so far into the season, leaving Varsity with 6 wins. The win/ lose count for JV and Frosh is unknown.
There are only 3 more games for the season scheduled for October 16th, 19th, and 24th. Only Varsity will be participating in playoffs on
October 31st.
When asked how the season has been so far, a Varsity player answered“ That’s a hard one… it’s been challenging, but fun.” Jasmin Salmon, Outside hitter for Varsity described. “It’s more complicated than it
seems, but as you try, you’ll succeed.” she finished by giving a bit of advice to anyone who would want to try out next year and/or so on.
“Yikes, it’s been kind of shitty, but overall, this season has been great. I mean yeah we’ve had our ups and downs, but at least we got a
couple wins, it’s just been really fun- especially with teammates.” said Airleen Gutierrez, Setter and Opposite hitter for Varsity. She finished with, “ I’d say they should go for it and try out, it’s a really great experience, but only if they’re willing to work hard.”
Volleyball is a long process, one game is split into three. These players pull through and give all they can. As for the teams, they will
do all they can to show that they are proud to be a Pilot. Good luck to your upcoming games girls!

